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WORDMASTER 

It is the Word master’s responsibility to introduce a new word to the club. The word should help members increase 

their vocabulary – a word that can be incorporated easily into everyday conversation. He can send in the word 

to the members in advance so that the speakers can try to incorporate the word into their speeches. 

The Grammarian is the watchdog for good usage of the language. He comments 

on the use of language during the course of the meeting, and provides examples of 

eloquence and also corrections. Choose your own word. Here word “SPLENDID” is 

used as an example 

 PROCEDURE 

( Shake hand the Gavelier of the day ) 

 

Gavelier  of the day, fellow gaveliers  and distinguished guests, 

 

To become an efficient speaker, you should have a strong vocabulary and 

an effective usage of English.  Being  Wordmaster today, I have two basic 

responsibilities: First, to introduce a  new word  and second , to comment 

on the usage of English during the meeting. 

 

The word of the day is “ SPLENDID “  

 
It is an adjective .  Meaning : gorgeous; magnificent, luxurious etc  

 

Examples :   1. Gavelier  George  gave a splendid speech last week 

2. Today our Sergeant at Arms  gave  a  splendid  performance 

 

I request all the role players to use this word as many occasions as possible.  

 

At the end of the meeting , I will give my report. Until then, wish you an splendid session 

 

Over to you  Gavelier  of the day 

( shake hand the Gavelier  of the day ) 
Report 

( Shake hand the Gavelier  of the day ) 

 

Gavelier  of the day, fellow gaveliers and distinguished guests, 

 

I am really exhilarated today because the word of the day “ SPLENDID” was used by many of 

the role players. 

 

Gavelier of the day used 

Give your report about the usage of word. 

Now comment about the usage of grammar 

Over to you  Gavelier  of the day 
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